List of Accommodations Offered

- Extended testing time (Time ½ or Double): Depending on your documentation/home campus approval
- Alternate testing formats: (paper format, no scantron, computer access)
- Preferential seating in classes
- Software technology: (Dragon Dictate, Kurzweil, JAWS, Google Read & Write)
- Laptop/computer access for note-taking
- Note-taker: (access to course notes through home campus DSS process)
- Computer access for essays during exams
- Reduced distraction testing space
- Sonocent audio note taker
- Digital recorder/audio recording
- 4-Funtion calculator use
- Specific time limited breaks during exams/ class
- Vision accommodations: (based on documentation/ letter from home campus)
- Reader/scribe
- Extension of due date for assignments
- Wheel chair accessibility (in/out of the classroom)